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1 Introduction 
Let m, n be positive integers, R a commutative ring with the unit e lement  1, and 
Amn : R[Xll . . . . .  Xml; . . . "  Xln . . . . .  Xmn] 
the algebra of  polynomials in m n  variables xi j  over R. The symmetric  group Sn 
operates on the algebra Amn as a group of R-automorphisms by the rule: cr ( x i j )  m 
xi,cr(j), ff E G.  Denote by ASmn the subalgebra of invariants of the algebra Amn with 
respect to Sn and define polarized elementary symmetric polynomials/ /r l  . . . . .  rm ~ ASm~n 
in n vector variables (xl 1 . . . . .  Xm 1 ) . . . . .  (XIn . . . . .  Xmn) by means of  the fol lowing 
formal identity 
n 
H ~ rl (1 -+- X l j Z l  + "'" -F- XmjZm) --  1 + Url ..... rmZl "'" zrm m. 
j :  1 1 <rl +'"+rm <n 
The elements of  & Amn are usually called vec tor  invariants  of Sn. If R is Noetherian,  
Sn it follows from the Hi lber t -Noether  finiteness theorem [5,7,8] that Amn is a finitely 
generated commutat ive R-algebra and Amn is finitely generated as a module  over 
& 
Amn,  moreover, if every nonzero integer is invertible in R, Weyl 's  theorem [ 13] states 
that the invariants url ..... rm form a complete system of generators of  AmSnn over R. 
Sn In other words, each element u ~ Amn can be written as a polynomial  in Url ..... rm, 
1 <_ rl  + .  9 9 + rm <_ n, with coefficients in R. The last result was recently general ized 
by D. Richman [10] and S. A. Stepanov [12] as follows: i f  ISnl - n! is i nver t ib l e  
in R, then s,  Amn is g e n e r a t e d  as  an  R - a l g e b r a  by the p o l a r i z e d  e l e m e n t a r y  s y m m e t r i c  
p o l y n o m i a l s  url ..... rm, 1 < rl  -k- . ' '  + rm <_ n, o f  degree  at m o s t  n. 
Let A -- R [ x l  . . . . .  x u ]  be a finitely generated commutative R-algebra,  G a fi- 
nite group of R-algebra automorphisms of A, and A 6 the subalgebra of  invariants 
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of G. If Z l . . . . .  Z N are commuting variables, then we set 
P(S1 . . . . .  ZN) -- 1--I (1  -q- O ' ( X 1 ) Z l  -~- O ' ( X 2 ) Z 2  -~- 9 " 9 -~- tY(XN)SN). 
t r r G  
Let f l (A G) denote the smallest positive integer/~ such that A G can be generated as an 
R-algebra by polynomials of degree at most/3. If each nonzero integer is invertible in R, 
the Noether result [7] implies that AG is generated by the coefficients of P (z 1 . . . . .  ZN), 
so that ~(A  G) < IGI. The last inequality is known as the Noether bound. The above 
mentioned result of Richman and Stepanov and the standard arguments based on the 
use of the Reynolds operator and the Noether map (see [11]) show that Noether's 
bound holds under the condition that I GI! is invertible in R. A recent result of P. 
Fleischmann [4] demonstrates that Noether's bound remains true under the weaker 
condition that I GI is invertible in R. 
Now let R -- F be a field, and G a finite group acting linearly on a vector space 
V over F of finite dimension n. If the characteristic of F is positive and divides I G I, 
then we speak of the modular case. Otherwise, we have the nonmodular case, which 
includes the case of classical invariants over a field of characteristic zero. Almost 
everything that is usually used in the nonmodular case is missing in the modular 
case: the Cohen-Macaulay property fails in general, we have no Reynolds operator 
(averaging over G) and no Molien formula for the Poincar6 series. Nevertheless, if F is 
a field of prime characteristic p, and H a p-subgroup of G, the modular case admits an 
extensive application of generalized orbit Chern classes related to H, especially, orbit 
traces (orbit sums of monomials) and top orbit classes (orbit norms of monomials). 
Let F -- Fp be a prime finite field, and H < G L(n,  Fp) a cyclic group of prime 
order p acting linearly on V. We set Amn -- Fp[V m ] and denote by AmHn t h e  algebra 
of vector invariants of Amn with respect to H. It turns out (Theorems 5, 8 and 16) 
that there exist an Fp-linear space V containing V as a subspace, a cyclic group H 
of order p closely related to H and acting linearly on V, such that every invariant 
u E Am H can be written as a special Fp-linear combination of orbit sums Si:i(f) ,  
orbit norms Nfi(g)  related to the group/-), and also their products S f i ( f ) N i ~ ( g ) ,  for 
various monomials f ,  g ~ Fp[-(v)m]. This is a new point of view in modular invariant 
theory that reveals an important role of p-subgroups H of G and the associated orbit 
Chern classes of monomials. It should be pointed out that if H is a cyclic group of 
prime order p, and F -- Fp a prime field, then S f l ( f  ) and Nl~(g) can be calculated 
explicitly. This gives a possibility to determine a system of generating elements of 
Am H in an explicit form. We also point out that the inclusion a2n c_ Am H implies that 
the structure of the algebra AGn inherits many features of the structure of Am H .  
The most significant distinction between nonmodular and modular cases is that 
in contrast to the nonmodular case, the Noether bound does no longer hold in the 
modular one. In particular, if r _< n and oe are positive integers, F a field of prime 
characteristic p, and G - Sn the symmetric group of degree n, then the following 
result holds (G. Kemper [6], Stepanov [12]): if  p ~ divides r, then every system of  R- 
Sn algebra generators of Amn contains a generator whose degree is greater than or equal 
to max{n, m ( p  ~ - 1)}. The last result implies, in particular, that if R -- is the ring 
of integers, then every system of R-algebra generators of ASmn contains a generator 
whose degree is greater than or equal to max {n, m (n - 1)/2}. This shows that feasibility 
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of Noether ' s  bound  depends essentially on the arithmetic structure of  the r ing R. It 
was recently shown by Fle i schmann [3] that the lower bound max{n,  m ( p  ~ - 1)} 
is sharp when  m > 1 and n = p~. In fact, he proved that in this case fl(ASm~n) < 
max{n, m ( n  - 1)}. The last result  can be considered as a ref inement  of  the C a m p b e l l -  
H ughes -Po l l a ck  [1] upper  bound fl(AmSnn) < max{n, m n ( n  - 1)/2}, which  holds  over  
an arbitrary commuta t ive  ring R. 
Let m, n be posit ive integers,  p a prime number,  F = Fp a finite field with p > 2 
elements,  and V - -  F p x l  + . . .  + F p x n  a vector space over Fp of d imens ion  n > 2. Let  
G < G L ( n ,  F p )  be a group of  order divisible by p, and H = (y) a cyclic subgroup  





with basic Jordan blocks J1 . . . . .  ,Is. If n I . . . . .  ns are sizes of these basic blocks ,  then 
n l  + n 2 + . . . + n s = n ,  
and we can assume without  loss of generali ty that 
p > n l  >_ n2 > . . .  > nr  >__ 2 and n r + l  - - " ' " - - n s  - -  1. 
Let A G n  be the algebra of  invariants of  the polynomial  algebra 
A m n  = F p [ V  m] - -  F p [ X l l  . . . . .  Xln;  . . . ; Xml . . . . .  Xmn] 
with respect  to G. In the case when  n 1 . . . . .  n r - 2 and n r+l  . . . .  -- ns = 1, we  
set 
H ( X i , 2 r - 1 ) -  Xi,2v-1 -3 t- 
w h e r e l  < i  < m ,  1 < r  < r ,  and 
where  
X p Xi,2r | -- t,2r-1 ! 
m Xi,2r--lX 
m ~ i  ( ( ) ) S i , r p - 1  
Ni l  ~'n~'(O)(f)_ Xi ,2r -1  -t- 1 xi ,2r  
oe~Fp i=1 r=l  
mr1 U Si,2r-1 f = Xi,2r_ 1 
i=1 r= l  
is a monomia l  in xi ,2r-1,  for 1 < i < m, 1 _< r < r. Finally, if (il ,  j2) ,  (i2, j2) are 
two different pairs of  posit ive integers, we write 
( i l ,  j l )  -< (i2, j2) r il < i2 or il = i2 and j l  < j2. 
The purpose of  this paper  is to extend the arguments  of [ 12] and to prove the fo l lowing  
result. 
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T h e o r e m  1. Let H < G L (n, Fp) be a cyclic group of  prime order p generated by g. 
I f  n >_ 2 and the sizes n l . . . . .  ns of  the basis Jordan blocks J1 . . . . .  Js of  the matrix 
F satisfy the conditions 
n l  . . . . .  n r  - -  2 a n d  n r + l  . . . . .  n s  - -  1, 
then 
~(o) _ ~(o) 
A m H n -  F p [ x i , 2 r , x i j , . .  H (xi,2r-1), ( X i l , 2 r l - l X i 2 , 2 r 2  X i l , 2 r l X i 2 , 2 r 2 _ l ) , ~ .  H (ft)], 
w h e r e l  < i  < m ,  1 < r < r ,  2 r + l  < j < s ,  1 < i l , i 2  < m ,  1 < r l ,  r2 < r w i t h  
(il ,  r l )  -< (i2, r2), and f t  runs through the set o f  monomials f o f  the above form such 
that 0 < si,2r-1 _< P -  1. 
As an easy consequence of  Theorem 1 we obtain the following. 
Coro l l a ry  2. I f  additionally mr > 2, then every system of  generators of  Am H contains 
an element of  degree at least m r ( p  - 1). 
In the case when G is an arbitrary finite group containing H as a subgroup, we are 
able to find a lower degree bound for generating elements of  the algebra AGn . 
T h e o r e m  3. Let G < G L(n,  Fp) be a finite group whose order is divisible by the 
characteristic p of  Fp, and H -- (g) a cyclic subgroup o f  G of  prime order p. I f  
m > n > 2, mr > 2 and the sizes n l . . . . .  ns o f  the basic Jordan blocks J1 . . . . .  Js of  
the matrix y satisfy the condition 
n l  . . . . .  n r  - -  2 ,  a n d  n r + l  . . . . .  n s  - -  1, 
then every system of Fp-algebra generators o f  A2n -- Fp[Vm] a contains a generator 
whose degree is greater than or equal to (m - n + 2 r ) ( p  - 1)/r.  
Theorem 1 provides an explicit construction of  generating elements of the algebra 
A mHn in terms of orbit sums and orbit norms of monomials.  It can be conjectured that 
the lower degree bound in Corollary 2 is sharp. Theorem 3 improves the lower degree 
bound 
[ m  m m p ]  
max 2, n -  I ' I G I -  l ' n ( p -  1) 
obtained earlier by Richman [ 10]. The case when r = 1 was studied by Richman [9] (if 
p = 2), and by Campbell and Hughes [2] (if p > 2). Our arguments are considerably 
different from the ones of these authors. In particular, all our constructions are based 
only on the analysis of orbit Chern classes, without any references to deep results of 
representation theory or combinatorial analysis. The case when 
p > n l > _ . . . > n a > 3 ,  
with 1 < a < s, requires more complicated calculations and will be considered later. 
It should be noted that all results of the paper can be easily extended to the case of an 
arbitrary field F of prime characteristic p. 
We now explain briefly the main ideas underlying the proofs of Theorem 1 and 3. 
The use of orbit sums 
S a ( f )  -- Z w, 
w ~ { a ( f ) l a ~ G  
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where f ~ Amn is a monomial,  is most efficient in the case when the group G acts on 
elements of an R-algebra by permutation of the vector variables x j  = ( X l j ,  X2j . . . . .  
Xmj), 1 < j < n. In that case each invariant u ~ AGn is an R-linear combination of 
the above orbit sums for various monomials f .  This important result is a consequence 
of the following fact: if a monomial f appears in an invariant u with a nonzero 
coefficient a, then for each cr 6 G the corresponding monomial o-( f )  also appears in 
u with the same coefficient a. Unfortunately, the above property of orbit sums does not 
longer hold for finite groups of a more general form, in particular, for cyclic groups 






with basic Jordan blocks J1, J2 . . . .  , Js of sizes nl ,  n2 . . . . .  ns such that 1 < np < p 
for some p -- 1, 2 . . . . .  s. On the other hand, if nl - n2 . . . .  = n r --  p and 
nr+l  . . . . .  ns -- 1, then after an appropriate nonsingular linear transformation we 
can proceed to a new system of vector variables .~ j  - -  ( ) ~ l j ,  -~2j  . . . . .  -~mj), 1 < j < n 
on which H acts be cyclic permutations. 
Let H be the cyclic group of prime order p > 2 generated by a nonsingular 
square matrix F with Jordan blocks J1, J2 . . . . .  Js of sizes n 1, n2 . . . . .  ns ,  respectively. 
Assume that nl -- n2 . . . .  m nr -- 2, nr+l  . . . . .  ns -- 1, and recall that H acts 
linearly on the vector space V m of dimension m (r + s). The proof of Theorem 1 falls 
into two steps. 
(i) At the first step we "blow up" each Jordan block Jp, 1 < p < r,  of size 
n p -- 2 of the matrix F to a Jordan block of the largest possible size p. As a result, 
the generating matrix y of the group H is transformed into the corresponding square 
matrix fi of size v -- (p - 1)r + s, and the group H into the corresponding cyclic 
group H generated by fi and acting on the vector space ~m of dimension m v. It follows 
by the above that then one can find new vector variables Yj - -  ( 3 ~ l j ,  3~2j  . . . . .  Xmj), 
1 < j < v, obtained from the original variables x j  -- (X l j ,  X2j . . . . .  Xmj) by a non- 
degenerate linear transformation such that H acts by cyclic permutations of the new 
vector variables. This property of/-) allows us to show (Theorem 5) that each invariant 
v of the algebra A~v is an Fp-linear combination of the orbit sums S/~ ( f ) ,  the orbit 
norms Ni: i (g)  and their products S i : i ( f ) N i z i ( g  ) for various monomials f ,  g ~ Amy .  
(ii) At the second step we demonstrate that the appropriate embedding of the alge- 
bra Amn into Amy results in a fairly simple test (Theorem 8) distinguishing among the 
/-)-invariants v 6 A~v ones invariants with respect to the action of H.  The use of  this 
test makes possible an explicit construction of invariants u ~ Am H as Fp-linear com- 
binations of orbit sums S i : i ( f ) ,  orbit norms Ni~i(g) and their products S i : I ( f ) N i ~ ( g )  
of a special form. 
/4 The idea of the proof of Theorem 3 is as follows. Since AGn C Amn,  the system 
of generators of the algebra Am H indicated in Theorem 1 contains a corresponding 
system of generators of the algebra AGn . To prove that the latter contains at least one 
polynomial of a sufficiently high degree we demonstrate that a certain polynomial  
fo  E Amn of a fairly special form, which is invariant under the action of an arbitrary 
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subgroup of the general linear group GL(Fp, n) (see Section 5), cannot be presented 
as a polynomial over Fp in elements of moderate degrees of the above mentioned 
G system of generators of the algebra A m n ,  n o t  even as a polynomial  over Fp in similar 
elements of the broader system of generators of the algebra Am H . 
2 O r b i t  s u m s  
Let m, n be positive integers, p _> 3 be a prime number, Fp a prime finite field with 
p elements, GL (n, Fp) the group of invertible n x n matrices with entries in Fp, and 
A m n  - -  F p [ X l l  . . . . .  Xml  ; . . .  ; X ln  . . . . .  Xmn] 
the algebra of polynomials in commuting variables x ll . . . . .  Xml; . . .  ; X ln  . . . . .  Xmn.  
In the sequel we identify Fp with the set {0, 1 . . . . .  p - 1 }. If g e Amn and 
0-11 o ' 1 2  9 9 9 0"1n 
O"21 0"22 0-2n 
0 -  ~ 9 9 
0"nl 0"n2 0"nn 
an element of GL(n, Fp), let 0"(g) denote the image of g under the Fp-algebra endo- 
morphism 0" which operates on the basis elements xil . . . . .  X i n  of the vector spaces 
~/i - -  F p X i l  -Jr- F p x i 2  -Jr-'"-Jr- F p x i n ,  1 ~ i < m, as follows: 
0 " ( X i l )  Xi l  0"11Xil  @  9  d-  0"1nXin 
0" (Xi2 )  X12 0"21Xil  -~- -+- 0"2nXin 
9 m 0 "  , ~ 9 
0"(Xin) Xin 0"nlXil  -Jr- -Jr- 0"nnXin 
Let G be a subgroup of GL(n, Fp), and AGn the set of polynomials  u e Amn such 
that 0"(u) -- u for every 0" e G. The set ACmn forms a subalgebra of A m n  which is 
called the algebra of vector invariants of G. 
Let p be a prime divisor of IGI, and H -- (V) a cyclic subgroup of the group G of 




where the basic Jordan blocks 
1 1 . . . 0 0  
0 1  0 0  
J p - -  " "  " "  , l < p < s ,  
O0 11  
O0 0 1  
are square matrices of sizes n 1, n2 . . . . .  ns, respectively, with n i -+- n2 + 9 "" + ns - -  n 
and 1 _< n p < p for all p -- 1, 2 . . . . .  s. We can assume without loss of generality that 
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n l  > n2 > . . .  > nr  > 2  and n r + l  - - . . . - - n s  = 1. 
L e t  A m  H be the algebra of polynomials u ~ Amn which are invariant under the 
action of the cyclic group H -- (y). Our aim is to describe explicitly all the elements  
of A m  H .  Set n ~ - -  n l + . . .  + nr  and consider the polynomial algebra 
Amn,  - -  F p [ x i j  [ 1 <_ i < m ,  1 < j < n '] .  
Let A H be the algebra of invariants of Amn, with respect to H.  Since all variables mn t 
Xi j  , for 1 < i _< m, n ~ + 1 _< j < n, are invariant under the action of H,  then every 
invariant u ~ A m  H is a polynomial of the form 
U - -  U l f l  -~- u 2 f 2  - [ " ' ' " - [ -  U l f l ,  
where Uk ~ Amn,H . . . . .  and f k ,  for 1 < k < l, are monomials in F p [ x i j  [ 1 < i < 
m ,  n '  + 1 < j < n].  This shows that the problem concerning the structure of invariants 
u E A m  H is reduced to the corresponding problem concerning the structure ofinvariants 







where J 1 ,  J 2 ,  " " 9 , Jr are the basic Jordan blocks of sizes n 1, n2 . . . . .  nr ,  respectively, 
with 
n - - n l + n 2 + . . . + n r  and nl > n 2 > . . . > n r  > 2 .  (1) 
Set v - r p  and blow up each of Jordan blocks Jl . . . . .  Jr of the matrix g to the same 
Jordan block 
1 1 . - . 0 0  
0 1  0 0  
j ~ 9 9 o 9 
0 0  11 
0 0  0 1  




of size v which operates on each vector space 
V i - - F p z i l - + - F p z i 2 + . . . + F p z i v ,  for i - -  1,2 . . . . .  m, 
in the same way as a nonsingular linear transformation of IT"i. Denote by/ - )  the cyclic 
group of order p generated by ~ and note that the action of H on the spaces Vi,  for 
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i - 1, 2 . . . . .  m, can be considered as an extension of the action of the group H on 
the corresponding subspaces Vi of l~'i, for i -- 1, 2 . . . . .  m. If 
A m y  - -  F p [ Z l l  . . . . .  Z m l ;  . . . ; Z l v  . . . . .  Z m v ]  
is the algebra of all polynomials  over Fp in m v commut ing  variables z 11 . . . . .  z in; 9 .. ; 
z 1 v . . . . .  Zmv, then every element 6 of the group H gives an Fp-algebra endomorph ism 
of  Amy. Let A~v denote the subalgebra of invariants of  the algebra Amy under the action 
o f / 4 .  If f is a monomial  in Amy, denote by 
O r b f l ( f ) -  { 6 ( f )  I 6 e H} 
the orbit of f with respect to the group H.  Set q -- IOrb~(F)l and note that q -- 1 or 
q -- p. If Orbi: I ( f )  is the orbit of a monomial  f ~ Amy then 
gI: I ( f ) - -  1-I f '  and S~I( f ) - -  E f '  
f '  6Orb  fii ( f  ) f ' 6 O r b  I: I ( f  ) 
are called an orbit norm and an orbit sum of f with respect  to H.  It is clear that 
N f t ( f )  and Sf t ( f )  are invariant under the action of H .  Moreover ,  Nf t ( f )  and SI:I(f) 
are homogeneous  polynomials  in Amy. Now we describe explicitly the elements of  
Amy that are invariant under the action of the cyclic group H.  At first we prove the 
following arithmetical result. 
L e m m a  4. Let p > 3 be a prime number, and 11, 12 . . . . .  l p integers such that 
and 
Then 
O < l p < p - 1 ,  forall  p - - l , 2  . . . . .  p, 
p 
l - - E l  p. 
p=l  
/ 0 
p=l  l p  (p - -  1 ) / 1 1 ! " "  I p !  
Proof As usual, we assume that 
Consider  
(+)_ {1 ++_o, 
Ip 0 if ot < l p .  
p=I~ 1 l p 
as a polynomial  in Fp[u] of degree I, say, 
- [  - -  CoOt l @ ClOt I - 1  + . . .  _}_ Cl . 
p=l  l p  
i f /  < p - 2 ,  
if l - - p - 1 .  
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Now the result is immediate from the relations 
ae~Fp C~k = [ p - 1  
0 
i f ( p -  1 ) Ik ,  
otherwise. 
Since 
Z )/U(Zij)'-- 1--j Zil, 
l=j 
fo r l  < i  < m , ( r - 1 ) p + l  < j  < r p ,  1 < r  < r ,  wesee tha t  
m vp ( z ~ j ( 1 )  ) Sijr 
8121(f) -- Z HI-~ H zi,j-F, 9 (2) 
~EFpi=I r=lj=(r--1)pq-1 \ l=0 
Let {zij [ 1 <_ i <_ m, 1 <_ j <_ v} be new variables defined by the following 
relations 
Zi,fr--1)p+a+l "-- ~ Zi,(r--1)p+l+l, (3) 
/=0 
for 1 < i _< m, 0 _< c~ _< p - 1 and 1 < r _< r. This is a nondegenerated linear 
transformation, so any zij is an Fp-linear combinations of ~:ij. It follows that every 
orbit sum S f t ( f )  is an Fp-linear combination of the orbit sums 
where f is a monomial of the form 
m r v p  _ 
} H H H  ~__Sijr 
"-- ~'ij " 
~eOrb(f) 
i=1 r=l j=(r-1)p+l  
Consider also the orbit norm N/~ ( f )  = 1-I~eorb(f) g of the monomial f and observe 
that N/~ ( f )  is an element of the algebra A~v. We now note that the elements {Zij [ 1 < 
This completes the proof. [] 
Let 
m I ~  rp-1 : - l q I I  _si. Zij 
i=1 r=l j=(r--1)p+l 
be a monomial in the algebra 
Amv -- Fp[zij I 1 <_ i <_ m, 1 <_ j <_ v]. 
Assume that f is not invariant under action of the group/4  and consider the corre- 
sponding orbit sum 
S/~ ( f )  = Z )Sa (f)" 
aEFp 
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j < v } d e f i n e d b y ( 3 ) f o r m a b a s i s o f t h e s p a c e  ~ -  FpZil-I-"'-F-Fpziv, 1 < i  < m, 
and that for each r -- 1, 2 . . . .  r, the g r o u p / 4  operates on the basis elements Zij ,  for 
(r  - 1)p + 1 < j < rp ,  by their cyclic permutations. Let f be a monomial in 
Fp[~ij I 1 < i < m, 1 < j < v] which appears in an invariant v ~ A~v w i t h a  
nonzero coefficient. Since ~c~ (v) - v for any ~c~ 6 / ~ ,  the coefficient of f in v equals 
the coefficient of ~ ( f )  in v. This shows that if f = f 'f" and f "  -- N/~@) for 
some monomial ~ 6 Fp[zij I 1 < i < m, 1 < j < v], then v involves the invariant 
SI~(f ' )NI~@, ). In other words, each invariant v 6 ZmHv is an Fp-linear combination of 
the orbit sums S i c ( f ) ,  the orbit norms N/~(~) and also their products S I : I ( f ) N ~ ( ~ ) ,  
for various monomials f ,  ~, ~ Fp[~ij I 1 < i < m, 1 < j < v]. On the other hand, 
every orbit sum S/~ ( f )  is an Fp-linear combination of orbit sums S/~ ( f )  of monomials 
f ~ Amy, which shows that any invariant v ~ Anmv is an Fp-linear combination of the 
orbit sums Si: i ( f ) ,  the orbit norms N o ( g )  and also their products S~l ( f )Niz i (g ) ,  for 
various monomials f ,  g ~ Amy. This gives the following result. 
T h e o r e m  5. Every invariant o f  the algebra Anmv is an Fp-l inear combination o f  the 
orbit  sums S o ( f ) ,  the orbit norms NlrI(g) and also the irproducts  S f_i ( f )Ni~(g) ,  f o r  
various monomials  f ,  g ~ Amy o f  the f o rm  
f i I - I  rp m ~ _  I rp sij r tij r f - -  H ZiJ ' g - -  H H ZiJ " 
i=1 r = l  j = ( r - - 1 ) p + l  i=1  r = l  j = ( r - - 1 ) p + l  
If 0 _< ~. < p - 1 is an integer, then among all possible orbit sums S o ( f )  ~ Amy 
we select those ones that involve no variable zi , j ,  for 1 < i < m, (r - 1)p + 1 < 
j < r p  - 1 - ~., 1 < r _< r. Our next aim is to find an exact form of such orbit sums 
S/~ ( f ) ,  for various monomials f ~ Amy. 
Set 
1/ 
Si jr  - -  a ijr , 0 <__ S <___ p -  1, 
e=O 
f o r 0 < e  < 7 ,1  < i  < m , ( r - 1 ) p + l  < j < rp ,  1 < r < r ,  and write f in the 
following form: 
0 m r rp  
:-1-I1-II1 1-I 
e=O i=1 r = l  j = ( r - - 1 ) p + l  
(Zpe)si(;)r . (4) 
Now we define the weight of the monomial f and the associated orbit sum S/~ ( f )  as 
follows: 
r/ m r "rp 
w(f) -- w(Sl1(f)) -- Z Z Z Z ( r p  . .  (e) --  J )S i j r  9 
e=0 i=1 r = l  j = ( r - 1 ) p + l  
If a monomial  f is invariant under the action of H,  it has the form 
11 m ~ s!e) 
:-1-I1-I I I Zi ,rp  " 
e=0  i=1 r = l  
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If  f is not  invar iant  unde r  the act ion of/-) ,  it fol lows f rom (2), (4) and L e m m a  4 that  the 
condi t ion  w ( f )  < p - 1 impl ies  S i s ( f )  = 0. On the other  hand,  if  w ( f )  > p + )~ and  
sijr ~> 1 a t l e a s t  f o r o n e  tr iple (i, j ,  r )  with 1 < i < m, ( r -  1 ) p +  1 < j < r p -  1 - ~ . ,  
1 < r < r ,  then the invar iant  S/~ ( f )  involves at least  one var iable  zij ,  with  1 < i < m,  
( r  - 1)p  + 1 < j < r p  - 1 - ~, 1 < r < r. This proves  the fo l lowing  result .  
Proposition 6. Le t  0 <_ ~. < p -  1, lz >__ 1 be integers, and 
rl m f i  rp _e (e) 
f - - H H  lJ[ H (SD)Sijr 
e=0 i=1 r=l j=(r--1)p+l 
a monomial  in Amy that is not  invariant under the action o f  I~. Every  orbit  norm 
N i ~ ( f )  ~ Anmv that involves no variable zij, f o r  1 < i < m, ( r -  1)p-+- 1 < j < 
r p -  1 -  )~, 1 < r < r, has the fo l lowing  form:  
_(e) 
r/ m i ~  rp (rp~_~-- 1 )~ijr (~,) lO[~ pe 
tl)Zi,J +l 
a~Fp e=0i=l r=l j = r p - l - s  \ l=0 
and each orbit  sum Sf_I(f)  ~ Anmv that involves no variable zij, f o r  1 < i < m, 
( r - 1 ) p + l  < j < r p - 1 - ) ~ ,  1 < r < r, has e i ther the  f o r m  
or the f o r m  
S(~) fl m i~ I rp Z H I-I H 
ot~Fp e=O i=1 r=l j=rp-l-1.  
_(e) 
\( P~-~~-(7)r  1=0 1 Zi,J+ lpe )~ijr 
_(e) 
r l m I - I  rI--I (rPl~o ( 7 ) )  aijr S(Id'~') ~ H H  pe I~ ( f )  -- Zi,J+ l ' 
ot~Fp e=0 i=1 r=l j=(r-1)p+l 
_(e) 
where w ( f )  = p -- 1 + lz > p + )~ and ~ijr >- 1 at least f o r  one quadruple  (e, i, j ,  r )  
such t h a t O < e < 7 7 ,  1 <_i < _ m , ( r - 1 ) p + l  < j  < r p - l - ~ ,  1 < r  < r .  
We as sume  in wha t  fo l lows  that  
n l . . . . .  nr = 2. (5) 
Unde r  this a s sumpt ion ,  the fo l lowing  resul t  is an easy  consequence  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n  6 
with ,k -- 0. 
C o r o l l a r y  7. Let  Iz be a posi t ive  integer, and 
O m f i  rp e 
f = H H  11. H (ZD)Si(;~ 
e=0 i=1 r=l j=(r-1)p+l 
a monomia l  in Amn that is not  invariant under the action o f  H. Every  orbit  norm 
N ~ i ( f )  that involves no variable zij, f o r  1 < i < m, ( r  - 1 )p  + 1 < j < r p  - 1, 
1 < r < r, has the fo l lowing  fo rm:  
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f i (  ( 1 ) ) s ( e ) (  ) S(e) O m pe pe i,rp-1 pe i,rp 
N ( ~  H H H  Zi,rp-1 + Zi,rp Zi,rp H 
~6Fp e=0 i=1 r=l  
and every orbit sum S g ( f  ) that involves no variables zij,  f o r  1 < i < m, ( r -  1 ) p +  1 < 
j < r p -  1, 1 < r < r, has either the f o r m  
_(e) _(e) r l m F I ( P e  [Ol~pe)ai'rp--l[pe'~'~'i,rP (0>(:>_ Z I-IH zi,rp_ 1 -'l- ~ l l Z i , r p  tZi ,rp)  SI: I 
otEFp e=O i=1 r= l  
or the f o rm  
rim f i  rfi (r~. 0 S(1) Z H H  ( f ) -  
otEFp e=0 i=1 r= l  j = ( r - 1 ) p + l  
_(e) 
(7) P e ) 6i jr 
Zi,j+l 
where w ( f )  = p and sij r >__ 1 at least f o r  one tuple (e, i, j ,  r )  such that 0 < e < O, 
1 < i  < m, ( r -  1 ) p +  1 < j  < r p -  1, 1 < r  < r .  
On the other hand, i f  S g ( f )  involves at least one variable zi,j, f o r  1 < i < m, 
( r - 1 ) p + l  < j < r p - 1 ,  1 < r < r, then S f i (  f )  has the f o r m  
_(e) 
(T~J(7 t ) 3ijr 0 m f i  rfi pe 
("' ( I )  - Z H H Si21 z i, j +l u6Fp e=0 i= l  r = l  j = ( r - 1 ) p + l  \ l=0 
where w ( f )  - p - 1 + lz > p + 1 and sij r >__ 1 at least f o r  one tuple (e, i, j ,  r )  such 
t h a t O < e < o ,  1 < i  < m ,  ( r -  1 ) p +  1 < j  < r p -  1, 1 < r  < r .  
For  each i -- 1, 2 . . . .  m, consider now the embedd ing  
O" Vi ~ Vi (6) 
of  the space V/ in to  the space Vi given by the relat ions 
I" 
__ I Zi,rp_l i f j  -- 2 r  -- 1, 1 < r < r, Lg(xij) 
[ s if j -  2 r ,  1 < r < r 
and define as follows the action of the cyclic group H on IT'i. If  y is a generat ing 
e lement  of  H ,  its action on elements (Xil . . . . .  Xin) of  Vi is given by 
Xij n t- Xi,j+l if j -- 2 r  -- 1 y(Xij) -- 
Xij if j # 2 r -  1, 
l < r < r ,  
l < r < r .  m 
In that case, the map 0 9 Vi ~ Vi induces the cor responding  action of  y on the space 
I)i defined by 
f 
-- iZiJ "~- Zi,j+l if j -- r p  -- 1, y(zij) ! Zij if j # r p -  1, 
1 < r < r, ( 7 )  
l < r < r ,  
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This yields a unique extens ion of  the action of  H on the space Vi _ I7'i to its act ion 
on the space Vi and defines the corresponding unique extension of  the act ion of  H on 
elements  of  A m n  to its action on elements  of the algebra A m y .  
On the other hand, if ~ is a generat ing element  of  the group H ,  its action on e lements  
(Zil . . . . .  Ziv) of  the space Vi is given by 
__ l Zij + Zi,j+l if  ( r  -- 1)p + 1 < j < r p -  1, 1 < r < r, 
~(zij) 
i Zij if j -- r p ,  1 < r < r. 
Now we consider  the invariants u 6 A~v that are also invariant under  the act ion 
of  H.  
T h e o r e m  8. Let  v ~ AmlZlv be a polynomial  o f  positive degree. Then v is invariant under  
action o f  H i f  and only i f  the polynomial  v involves no variable zij, f o r  1 < i < m, 
( r - 1 ) p + l  < j  < r p - 2 , 1  < r  < r .  
Proof  Every invariant v 6 A~v of  degree s > 1 is a sum of  its h o m o g e n e o u s  com-  
ponents  vk ~ Anmv of  degree  k, for 0 < k < s. This reduces the p rob lem to the case 
of  homogeneous  polynomials ,  so we can assume without loss of  general i ty  that v is a 
homogeneous  H-invar iant .  
Suppose that v ~ AHmv involves at least one variable zij, for 1 < i < m, 
( r - 1 ) p + l  < j  < r p - 2 , 1  < r  < r ,  andwr i t e  
m 1~ I U ~ U ( S i j )  I ~ I - I  _Sij = Z. ij , 
(Sij) i=1 r = l  (r--1)p+l<j<rp--2 
where V(sij) are h o m o g e n e o u s  polynomials  in 
Fp[zi ,rp-1,  zi,rp l l < i < m, 1 < r < r], 
and the sum is over  all tuples 
(S i j )  - -  (Sij [ ] ~ i < m, (r  -- 1)p + 1 < j < r p  -- 2, 1 < r < r )  
of  nonnegat ive integers Sij such that 
m r 
~ ' ~ ' ~  ~ Sij ~ S .  
i=1 r = l  (r-1)p+l<j<rp-2 
Let jo < rp - 2, j0 ~= r p  - 1, r p ,  for 1 < r < r, be the largest posit ive integer  such 
that the po lynomia l  v involves no monomia l  
m rp 
I-lI-I_Si, Zij 
i=1 j = l  
wi th  sij ~ 1, for all 1 _< i _< m and j > jo. In that case, 
1)=13(0)'31- ~ 1 ) ( S i j ) f i f I  I - I  -Sij Z.ij , 
(Sij)~(O) i=1 r = l  l<i<jo 
(r--1)p+l<j<rp--2 
l < r < r  
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and the polynomial  v contains at least one nonzero term of  the form 
~ 1-I 1-I -s' Zij , 
i=1 r = l  l < i < j 0  
(r-1)p+l<__j<_rp--2 
l < r < r  
involving zijo for some i -- 1, 2 . . . . .  m. 
N o w  we assume that v is invariant under the action of  H.  Since the variables Zij, 
f o r l  _< i <__ m , ( r -  1 ) p + l  <__ j _< r p - 2 ,  1 ___ r _< r, are fixed under action of  
y 6 H,  we  have 
y (v )  - ~,(v(o)) + Z Y(U(Sij))fiI-I 





l < r < r  
This shows,  in particular, that the coefficients V(Sij ) of  the polynomial  v are invariant 
under the action of  H,  so 
y ( v )  - v(o) + Z U(sij) f i ~ - I  
(sij) ~= (0) i =  1 r = 1 
H _Sij 
Z, ij 9 
l < i < j 0  
(r--1)p+l<j<rp--2 
l < r < r  
On the other hand, since ~ ( Z i j )  - -  Y ( Z i j )  for all 1 < i < m, j -- rp  - 1, rp,  
1 < r < r, and Y ( Z i j )  - -  Zij + Zi,j+l, for 1 < i < m, (r -- 1)p  + 1 < j < rp  -- 2, 
1 < r < r ,  then 
m 
- + Z l-I 
(Sij)#(O) i=1 
H (Zij + Zi,j+l) sij, 
l < i < j 0  
(r--1)p+l<j<rp--2 
l < r < r  
so the polynomial  ~ ( v )  contains at least one nonzero term 
m f i  U(Sij) H H zTiJJ -~-1' 
i=1 r = l  l < i < j 0  
(r--1)p+l<j<rp--2 
l < r < r  
which  involves zi,jo and which does not appear in y (v) -- v. This shows that v cannot 
be invariant under the action of  H.  Conversely,  if the po lynomial  v ~ A mHv involves  
no variable zij, for 1 < i < m, (r - 1)p + 1 < j < rp  - 1, it is invariant under the 
action of  H,  and this completes  the proof. [] 
Let v 6 Amnv be a polynomial  that is invariant under the action of  H.  Theo-  
rem 5 shows that v is an Fp-linear combinat ions  of  S~)H ( f ) '  S~ff)M ( f ) '  N(~ (g) and 
also S (~ (f)N~- ~ (g), S~- ~) ( f ) N ~ )  (g) for various # > 1 and f,  g ~ Amy Since the 
H H H ' - -  " 
polynomia l s  S (~ ( f ) ,  S ~  ) ( f )  and N (~ H H (g) involve no variable zij, for 1 < i < m, 
(r - 1) p + 1 < j < rp - 2, 1 < r < r, it fo l lows from Theorem 8 that the polynomials  
S(0)H ( f ) '  6,0"(1) ( f )  and N ~  (g) are H-invariants.  N o w  we  prove the fol lowing result. 
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P r o p o s i t i o n  9. Let 
/7 m f i  rp  e 
f ~ - H H  I I .  H (SD)Si<;{ 
e=O i=1 r = l  j = ( r - - 1 ) p + l  
be a monomial in Amy. Then S (1) I7 ( f )  is an Fp-linear combination of H-invariants of 
the form 
x x x x " m ( - I P  el e2 H H  e .(e) (Z pel _P e2 p P 
,rlp_lZ.i2,r2p ~ Zil,rlpZi2,r2p_ 1) (Z rp) wi'rp, 
e=O i=1 r = l  
w h e r e O  < e l , e 2  < 77, 1 < i l , i2  < m, 1 < r l ,  r2 < r, ( i l ,  r l )  -< (i2, r2), and 
H-invariants of the form 
H H f i  e 
m (Zprp)V(e) i,rp 
e=O i=1 r = l  
Proof Let 
and 
17 m r rp 
I -HHH H 
e=0  i=1 z'=l j = ( r - 1 ) p + l  
-e (e) (z~ )sij~ 
s! e) 
~7 m rp pe 
S(1)(f)  = Z H H  Zi,j+l ' H 
~EFp e=O i--1 r = l  j = ( r - - 1 ) p + l  I t 1=0 
(e) 
where Sij r > 1 at least for one quadruple (e, i, j ,  r)  with 0 < e < 77, 1 < i < m, 
( r - 1 ) p + l  < j  < r p - 2 , 1  < r  < r ,  and w ( f )  --  p. Set 
rp 
v(e) _(e) 
i, rp Z = sij r 9 
j = ( r - 1 ) p + l  
Since a'~(1)(f)/7 involves  no variable Zij . . . . .  for 1 < i < m, (r - 1 )p  + 1 < j < rp  - 2, 
1 < r  < r ,  then 
17 m r rp 
(I)- Z H H H 1-I 
o~EFp e=O i=1 r = l  j = ( r - - 1 ) p + l  
This shows that 
S(1) t7 ( f ) =  
where 
_(e) 
( ( O [ ) p e  ( O [ ) p e ) a i J  r 
r p -  j - 1 Zi'rp--1 + r p  -- j zi'rp " 
(el ,e2) p el _p e2 
Z / (el,e2) _p el _p e2 rilizrlr2 z + ) tail i2rl r2 Lil, rl p -  1 Li2, r 2 - p  13 il, rl Li2, r 2 p -  1 
(el ,e2,il, i2, rl ,  r2) 
17 m f i  -e (e) f i f i f i  e v!e ) X H H  (Z2rp)Wi'rP-i-a (ZPrp) ',rP, 
e=O i=1 r = l  e=O i--1 r = l  
Iv 
(e) _ 
.(e) t , rp  
Wi,rp -- u!e) 
t,rp 
1 if  (e, i, r)  --  (e l ,  i l ,  ~1), (e2, i2, r2); 
i f  (e, i, r)  r (e l ,  i l ,  r l ) ,  (e2, i2, r2). 
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Since S() ) is invariant under the action of H,  and 
H 
_ l ZiJ + Zi,j+I if j = r p  - -  1, 1 _< r _< r; 
Y(z i j )  ! Zij if j -  zp,  1 < z < r, 
then a! el.'e2) -a t- b !e!'e2) -- 0 for all (el e2 i l, i2, "rl, z'2) and therefore 
lll2T1 172 l l /2r lT2 ~ ~ 
-e 1 -e  2 
_P e2 __ zt~,zlpZt~,r2p_l) S~  ) ( f )  -- Z a!el'e2),, 121"11:2 (Z~III'rlp--I~'i2,~2P 
(el,e2,il,i2,rl,r2) 
)7 m f i  e ( e ) )7 m h e ( e ) 
X H H 1. J[ (zP'~P)O~i'rp -}- a H H 1 1  (Z~,TYP)Ui'rP" 
e=O i = 1  r = l  e = O  i = 1  r = l  
This completes the proof. [] 
Consider the invariants v 6 AmHv which are Fp-linear combinations of orbit sums 
S(#) /~ ( f ) ,  for monomials f and/z > 2. Our next aim is to describe those v 6 A~v that 
are also invariant under the action of H.  
P ropos i t i on  10. Let v ~ Anmv be a polynomial  that is an Fp-linear combination 
K 
= S (~) v Z ak FI ( f k ) ,  ak # 0 ,  
k--1 
(~)  ( fk) ,  f o r  various o f  orbit sums S fl 
m f i  zp e 
e = 0  i = 1  r = l  j = ( r - - 1 ) p + l  
and tx 1 > lz2 "'" >__ PK >__ 2. I f  1) is invariant under the action o f  H, then I~k, = lZk at 
least f o r  one pair  (U, k) with U > k, and 
rp rp 
Z Z 
j=(z-1)p+l  j - - ( r - - 1 ) p + l  
Proo f  Since/Zk > 2, it follows from Corollary 7 that the orbit sum S(- uk) involves at 
- -  H 
least one variable zij, for 1 _<i < m ,  (r  - 1)p + 1 < j  < zp - 2, 1 < z _<r, say, z~x. On 
the other hand, since v is invariant under the action of H,  Theorem 8 implies that v 
involves no such variable. This shows that zLx should be eliminated by means of other 
orbit sums occurring in v with nonzero coefficients. In that case the linear combination 
K 
v -- Z ak S (-~k) ( f k )  H 
k = l  
S(Uk ' ) must  contain, alongside S (uk~ at least one orbit sum ~0 ( fk ' )  for some /.~ , , 
)7 m f i  rp e 
I ,-HHI, FI 
e = 0  i = 1  r = l  j=(r--1)p+l 
with k I > k and/Zk, --/Zk. 
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Consider the orbit sums 
)7 m r 7p 
H H otEFp e=0 i=1 7=1 j=(r--1)p+l 
tT)  p e ) S~;'rk) 
Zi,j+l 
rim I-I 7p 1 7 ~ j ( 1 ) p e  ) S~;~k,) 
S(#k ) ( f k ' ) - -  Z H H  H Zi, j+I 
H t~6Fpe=Oi=lr=lj=(r-1)p+l \ l = 0  
and suppose that, on the contrary, 
7p 7p 
Z Z si; 
j=(r-1)p+l j+(r-1)p+l 
for some triple (e, i, r). The polynomials S (~)n (fk) and S (€ are Fp-linear combina- 
tions of monomials 
(ot~EFpfifi f i  7(_ I 7p--j (7)-(e,k) ) 
H oi,j+l,r 
e = 0 i = l  7=1j=(r--1)p+l l=0 
)7 m f i  7p 7p--j -e (e,k) 
X H H  . l . l  H H ( Z 2 j ' - t  -')~i'j'f-l'r 
e = 0 i = l  7=1 j=(r-1)p+l l=0 
and 
(ol~EFp I-I f i  r I  7fi 7p--j ( / ) - ( e , k / ) )  H H f i  
H oi,j+l, r )7 m 
e=0i=lr=lj=(r--1)p+l l=0 e=0i=17=1 
7p 7p--j ne S_(e,U) 




Z _(e,k) oi,j+l, r -- S~ffr k) and Z _  (e,U) oi,j+l, r -- S~;r U) 
1=0 1=0 
Under the above supposition, each monomial of S (#zk) (fk) involving ztK differs from 
every monomial of S~ k')" (fk') so that no monomial of S (#k) involving ztK can be 
' H 
eliminated. This yields a contradiction proving Proposition 10. 
pe 
Set  z~. ) = zij and c o n s i d e r  the product  
17 m r rp 
i-- r l I - IH H 
e = 0 / = 1  r=l j=(r-1)p+l 
e o(e) 
(Z D ) ~ 
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as a monomial  with respect to ~ij-(e)" Similarly, we consider the associated orbit sum 
(e) We also observe that the weight of every Sq z) ( f )  as a polynomial with respect to  z i j  
H 
monomial  that appears in S(- u) ( f )  with a nonzero coefficient does not exceed #.  A 
H 
S(/z) _(e) monomial  f and the associated orbit sum /_1 ( f )  are said to be f lat  if 5ij v - -  0 or 
(e) __ 
ijv 1, forO _< e _< 7, 1 _< i _< m, (v - 1)p + 1 _< j < Tp, 1 < v _< r. We note that 
there is no essential difference between arbitrary orbit sums and flat orbit sums, since 
(u) ( f )  can be obtained from a flat orbit sum by the identification of each orbit sum S/~ 
pe 
the corresponding powers zi,(r_l)p+/, for various (e, i, v). This shows that the study of 
orbit sums S (u) ( f )  for various monomials f ~ Amy is reduced to the study of similar /~ ' 
orbit sums with flat monomials f .  The following result is an immediate consequence 
of  Proposition 10. [] 
Co ro l l a ry  11. Let v ~ Anmv be a po lynomial  o f  posi t ive degree that is an Fp-l inear 
combinat ion  
K 
v -- Z a S (#k) k FI ( f k ) ,  a k r  
k--1 
o f  f lat  orbit sums S(- ~ )  f o r  various 
H ' 
11 m f i  rp e (e,k) 
e=O i=1 r = l  j = ( r - - 1 ) p + l  
and  let I~ 1 >__ ~2 >__ "" " >__ It, K >__ 2. I f  V is invariant under  the action o f  H and if  two 
(~k) and S (~')FI such tha i / z  k, -- t~,k f o r  k t > k appear  in v with nonzero orbit  sums SFI 
coefficients, then the monomial  f k' is obtained f rom  f k by means  o f  substitutions 
pe pe pe 
z i j P  e ~ Z i , j+  I and Zi, j ,  ~ Z i , , j , _ l ,  
with (r - 1 ) p  + l < j + l, j '  - I < rp,  O < e < 17, 1 < i, i' < m, 1 < r < r, that 
preserve  weights and degrees o f  the monomia ls  fk  and fk'.  
It follows from the stated above that a more general Fp-linear combination 
K L 
v --  Z a k  (#k) ( f k ) - } - ~ C l  HSOzl)(fl)Nt~(gl),  ak ~ O, cl ~ O, deg(g/) >_ 1, 
k = l  /=1 
is invariant under the action of H only in the case when it has the following special 
form 
v -- vo + ~ vxN!O)(gx) ,  
1-1 
where each Fp-linear combination 
Kx 
- y [  
k = l  
)~=1 
S ~-u~)(fkx) for 0 < k < A  akX H . . . .  
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of orbit sums S(Ukz)(fkz)~ involves no variable Zij with 1 . . . .  < i < m ( r  - 1)p  + 1 < 
j < r p - 2 , 1  < r  < r .  
Now we are able to give a complete  description of the H-invariants  v 6 A~v that 
are Fp-l inear  combinat ions  of  flat orbit sums S(- u ) ( f )  for various # > 2 and f 
H ' - -  " 
The following result plays a crucial role in constructing a system of genera tors  of  the 
algebra AmHn . 
Propos i t i on  12. Let v ~ A nmv be a polynomial  o f  positive degree that is an Fp- l inear  
combinat ion 
K 
v -- 2. . ,  akSi: I (fk),  ak 7 ~ 0, 
k = l  
o f  f lat  orbit sums S(- uk) ( fk ) ,  f o r  various #k  > 2 and 
H 
rl m f i  rp e 
- I I l q .  I I  ) 
e = 0  i=1  r = l  j = ( r - 1 ) p + l  
I f  v is invariant under the action o f  H, then v is an Fp-l inear combinat ion  o f  polyno-  
mials 
a rl m r 
l ~ I  pe2~c-1  pe2x pe2x-1 pe2K I - I I - I  I - I  e 
(Zi2z- l , r2K-lp--1Zi2K,r2Kp - -  Zi2x_l ,r2x_lpZi2K,r2Kp_ 1 ) ( Z P r p )  ~ 
tc=l  e = 0  i=1  r = l  
where 0 < a < [s/2], (i2K-~ r2K-1) -< (i2K, r2K), and 0 < .(e) < 1 . . . .  oJi,rp --  9 
Proo f  Since v is invariant under  the action of H,  it follows from T h e o r e m  8 that v 
involves only monomia ls  of  the form 
Z pel . . .  sP. es 
i l ,  Z'l p--81 ls,rsP--es ' 
with 1 _< s _< degv ,  1 _< e] . . . . .  es <_ rl, 1 <_ i l < _ " .  < is <_ m, 1 <_ rl . . . . .  rs <_ r, 
and el . . . . .  es ~ {0, 1 }. Moreover ,  since v is an Fp-linear combinat ion of  flat orbit  
sums, then (ek, i t ,  rk) r @1, it, rl),  for all k and I such that k r l. 
Let 
_ pe 1 _ pes 
g = Z i l , r l p _ e l  9 . . 4 i s , r sp_es  
be a monomia l  of maximal  possible weight cr < s that appears in v with a nonzero  
coefficient a ~ Fp. We can assume without loss of generality that 
_pel pea-1 _pea pea+l pea+2 . . . zpeS 
g - -  Z ; i l , r l p - 1  " " " Z i a - l , r a - l p - l Z i a , r a p - l Z i a + l , r a + l p Z i a + 2 , r a + 2 p  ts ,rsp" 
Since }/(v) = v, then along with ag the invariant v contains also the po lynomia l  
o- ~.I ~,  _ ( e l ) . ,  (ea) ) k :  
a [ pel O _pes 3 
y ( a g )  - ag  + Z | Z i l , n p  + " "  -~- ~'is,rsp g' 
x = l  OZ'il , r i p - 1  OZia,ra p--1 
involving several associated extra terms 
( a zpe l  3 O agx = ~.~ t l , r l p  ,-, (el) -Jl- n L _pes _(es) g '  
O Z i l , r l p _ l  " . .  Zis,rsp O~.is,rsp_ 1 
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each of which is a linear combination of monomials  gtx of the same weight a - x. 
On the other hand, since v is invariant under the action of H it cannot contain the 
above extra terms, so the invariant v should involve at least one extra monomial  g' 
of  the same weight a that gives a possibility to cancel some of  the monomials  gtK. 
This process of  cancellation of extra monomials  gLx can be described inductively as 
follows. 
Adding and subtracting, if it is necessary, several terms of the form agt for different 
monomials  gt of  the same weight a we can assume without loss of generality that 
gt _P el pea_ 1 _pea pea+l pea+2 . . . Zp. es 
Z i l , r l p _  1 " " " Z i a _ l , r a _ l p - - l ~ i a , r a p Z i a + l , r a + l p - - l Z i a + 2 , r a + 2 p  ts,rsp" 
Since 
ea pea+l 
a(g - g') - -  a(zP~,rap_lZia+l,ra+lp 
pea pea+l 
- -  Z i a , r a p Z i a + l , r a + l p _ l )  
el pea-1 pea+2 . . . Z pes 
x z P , r l p - - 1  " " " Z ia_ l ,Za_ lp - - lZ ia+2 , ra+2  p t s , rsp'  
it fol lows that 
! pel pea-1 pea+l 
a(g - -  g t )  _ a Z i l , r l p _  1 " ' ' Z i a _ l , r a _ l p _ l Z i a + l , r a + ] p  
pes 
9 . . Zis ,rsp ,  
where 
pea+ 1 pea pea+l 
a t - -  a ( z P e a r a p _ l Z i a + l , r a + l P  - -  Z i a , r a p Z i a + l , r a + l p _ l )  
is an H-invariant. Repeating this procedure we eliminate after finitely many steps all 
the extra terms agK in the above representation of  g (g ) .  As a result we obtain that 
a < [s /2]  and that v is a Fp-linear combination of  invariants 
o" 
H ( Z [ ~ K  Pex+l 
, p--lZiK+I,rK+]P 
K - - 1  
This finishes the proof9 
/7 m r .(e) 
pex pex+l H H  H t~ 
- -  Z i x , r x p Z i x + l , r x + l p _  1) ~ J . J . ~  Zi , rp  
e = O  i = 1  r = l  
pe pe 
Using the above arguments in the case of  repeating Z i , r p _  1 and Zi,rp w e  obtain the 
fol lowing result. 
Corol lary  13. Let v ~ Anmv be a polynomial of  positive degree that is an Fp-linear 
combination 
s (~'~)(A), v - - Z a k  Ft 
k = l  
ak r  
S(lZk) of  orbit sums FI (fk), for  various lZk >__ 2 and 
q m r rp 
I -HHH H 
e = 0  i = 1  r = l  j = ( r - 1 ) + l  
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If v is invariant under the action of  H, then it is an Fp-linear combination of  invariants 
O" e,- _ (e2x- 1, e2x ) pe2x - 1 pe2x pe2x- 1 p zx s i . 
m Z" - ) 2x-lt2xr2x-lr2x 
- - I (z i2x-1, 'C2K-lp-- lZi2x, t2xp Z i2x - l , t 2x - lp  12x,rZxp--1 
K=I 
rl m r e ,(e) 
1-I 1-I 11 )~'i ,rp • (zP~p 
e=O i=1  r = l  
with 0 _< cr _< [s/2], ( i 2 x - 1 ,  T2K--1) -< ( i2x ,  t 2 x ) ,  a n d  0 < si2x-(e2x-l'e2x)-li2x'C2x-1 zx ' e~ -< 
p - 1 .  
Now we study the structure of invariants N! ~ ( f )  and S! ~ ( f ) ,  for various mono-  
mials f ~ Fp [zi, Tp- 1, zi, rp I 1 < i < m, 1 < ~ /<  r ]. At firs"/t we observe that 
N ( - O ) ( z i , t p - 1 )  - -  z p zPr -1 and N~- ~ - -  z p H t , r p - 1  m Z i , r p - 1  H t ,rp" 
Hence if 
then 
r/ m r . ~  e ,.(e) -e (e) 
f = 1 - I  I - [  11 (ZPtP - 1 ) % r p - 1  ' (ZPcp)Si,rP 
e = 0  i=1  r = l  
rl m ~ I  pe+l pe _pe(p_ l ) ) s i , rp_ l ( z iP~pl ) s i , rp  N(-O)(f)-- l - IH ( Z i , r p _ l - - Z i ,  rp_ lZ . i , rp  H 
e=O i=1  r = l  
We also observe that 
pel _pe2 _pel _pe2 
i l , t l p _ l  ~.i2,r2p m ~. i l , t lp;di2, t2p_l  
(zpellil.Z pel-1 -pe l - I (p - -1 )  -pe2 
"-- p--1 ~ Z i l , r lp - - l ;d i l , t ]p  )Z'i2,r2p 
pe -1 _e 2 pe 1-1 e 2 _e l - l -  1) 1-' P ~ I" tP-- 
--  (Z i l , r lpZ i2 , r2p  -- Z i l , t l p _ l Z i 2 , t 2 p ) Z i l , . q p  
- -  N (~ (Zil "el - -1)  pe l -1  -pe2 pel-1 -pe2 pel-1 -pe2 ) - p e l - I ( p - 1 )  
m i2 I ' P Z'i2,t2P --  (Z i l , t lp~ i2 , t2p- -1  --  Zi l t lp-- l~ ' i2 , t2P g; i l ,~ lp  " 
Iterating the last relation we find that 
Z pel -pe2 -pel  -pe2 ~ (Zi , t l  lZi2 --  Z i l , t lpZi2 ,  --1 x p e l - 1  pe2--1 
i l , t lp - - lZ ' i2 , t2p  --  ;di l , t lpZi2,r2p--1 ~ 1 P-- , r2p r2p ) Z i l , t l p  Zi2,z2p 
+ (e~l=l N(~ t lp_l)P el-el pel-el+l(p el-1 
H ' Zi] , r i p  
-1) 
t _pe2 ~'i2,t2p 
H Zi2,r2p Zi] , r l  p" 
Taking into account Proposition 9 and Corollary 13 we arrive at the fol lowing result. 
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Proposit ion 14. Let v E Anmv be a polynomial  o f  positive degree that is an 
S(#~)(fk),  f o r  various lZk > 1 and fk E Am I f  Fp-l inear combination of  orbit sums ~ _ v. 
v is invariant under the action of  H, then v is a polynomial  over Fp in H-invariants 
N(~ rp -1 ) , z i , rp , for l  < i < m, 1 < r < r, and(Zil  rlp-lZi2 r2p--Zil r l p Z i e , r a p - 1 )  , , . . . .  ~ , , 
f o r l  < i l , i 2 _ < m ,  1 < rl ,  r 2 _ r .  
Let again 
We set 
)7 m f i  e (e) e s (e) 
f --  H H i l .  (ZPp__l)Si,rp--1 (ZPTp)i,rp. 
e=O i=1 r = l  
)7 
Z _ ( e )  _ (0) .(0) 
a i , r p _ l  - -  S i , r p _ l  if- t i , r p - l P '  
e--O 
where 0 < s(~ < 1 and write f in the form 
- -  i , r p - 1  - -  P -  , 
m i l S ( O )  .(0> f i f i i ~  -(e) H ai,r p i,rp (Z p )ti,rp_ 1 Zi ,r  p f - -  zi,  r p -  1 , r p -  1 
i=1 r = l  e=0 i=1 r = l  
p-1 it follows that Since z p. - -  N ( ~  n t- z i , r p - l Z i , r p  t , r p - 1  - -  H 
m F I  s(~ p T )  § rl m I - I  -(e) f [ - I  - i ' r p - l ( g ( O ) ( z i ' r p - 1 ) - l - Z i ' r p - l Z  )t i ' rp--1H H si'rP Zi ,rp  . Zi,rP - 1 "  H 
i=1 r = l  e=0 i=1 r = l  
Iterating the last relation we find that f is an Fp-linear combination of polynomials 
m I ~  H Si,rp-1 ti,rp N~o) (Zi,rp_l)O)i,rp_l 
Z i , r p - l Z i , r p  H 
i=1 r = l  
(o) ( f )  is an Fp-linear combination of H-invariants with 0 _ Si,rp--1 _< P -- 1. Hence SO 
mfI s(O) ( f , )  _ti,rp N(o) (Zi, )O)i,rp-1 
i? 1 1  ~p- 1 Z i , r p 171 
i=1 r = l  
where 
mfI f ' -  1-I si,~_, Z i , r p - 1  
i=1 r = l  
and 0 < Si,rp-1 --< P -- 1, for 1 ~ i < m, 1 ~ r _ r. Thus we obtain the following 
result. 
Proposit ion 15. Let 
)7 m ~ pe _(e) e (e) 
= a t a t  )si'rp-I (sP'cP )si'rp f l-II-I (zi,~p_l 
e=0 i=1 r = l  
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be a m o n o m i a l  in Fp[Zi , rp-1 ,  Zi,rp I 1 ~ i < m,  1 < z < r], and  let 
f i(  ( l ) )S 'e ) (  ) S(e) 77 m pe pe t,rp-1 pe i,rp 
s(O-)(f)H "-- Z I - I I - I  Zi,rp-1 + Zi,rP Zi,rP 
ot6Fp e=O i=1 r = l  
(0) ( f  ) is a po l ynomia l  over  Fp in H - i n v a r i a n t s  be the correspond ing  orbi t  sum. Then S f_ I
N(~  zi,rp, f o r  1 < i < m, 1 < r < r, and  S ( ~  H . . . .  H 
m ~ I  f '  1-I si,~-I = Zi, r p -  1 
i=1 r = l  
such that  0 < si, zp-1  <_~ P -- 1, f o r  1 <_ i <_ m, 1 < r <_ r. 
With the use of Theorem 5, Theorem 8, Proposition 14 and Proposition 15 we now 
arrive at the following result. 
Theorem 16. Le t  v ~ A nmv be a p o l y n o m i a l  o f  posi t ive  degree that is invar ian t  u n d e r  
the act ion o f  H.  Then  v is a p o l y n o m i a l  over  Fp in the H- invar ian t s  N (0) ( z i , rp -1 ) ,  
gI 
zi,zp, f o r  1 < i < m, 1 <_ z < r, the H- invar ian t s  (Z i l , z lp - lZ i2 , z2p-Z i l , r lpz i2 ,~2p-1) ,  
f o r  1 < il i2 < m, 1 < "el "c2 < r, (il T1) -< (i2 T2), and the H - i n v a r i a n t s  S(~ ) ( f ' ) ,  
- -  ' - -  - -  ' - -  ' ' H 
f o r  various  m o n o m i a l s  
such that 0 <_ si, zp_ 1 ~ P -- 1. 
f ' -  l-] _si,~_l 
Zi ,rp-  1 
i=l ~ : 1  
(0) Finally, we determine an exact form of the polynomials S/~ ( f ' )  for all monomials 
f / o f  the above form. 
Proposition 17. Let  
f , _  ]-] si,~_l 
Zi ,rp-  1 
i : 1  r = l  
be a m o n o m i a l  o f  degree s > 1 such that  0 <_ Si,rp--1 ~ p -- 1, f o r  1 < i < m, 
1 < z  < r .  Then 
[s/(p-1)] 
(0) 
S/~ ( f ' ) - - -  Z 
/=1 
m f i  si, rp-1--tTi rp-1 cri,rp-1 
Z I - I  x . t  a i , rp- lZi ,  rp-1 ' Zi,rP 
(tTi,rp_l) i--1 T--1 
where  the inner  sum is over  all  integral tuples (O'i, zp_ 1) such that  
Z tTi,zp-1 = l ( p -  1) ~ S 
i--1 z--1 
a n d O  <_ tTi,rp_ 1 ~ s, f o r  1 <_ i < m, 1 < r <_ r. 
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In that case, 
and hence 
4, 
Si ~ ~ Si,rp-1 
r = l  
m 
and S - - Z S i .  
i = l  
( Zi, rp-1 ~ l Zi, rp Z ol~i,rp_ 1 si,rp-l--~i,rp-1 cri,rp aai,rp_l Zi,rp--1 Zi,rp , 
~eFp 
Si, rp-- 1 ) 
aa, rp--1 ~ \cri, rP -1 , 
m Z ofo'i 
a/=O 
Zi, rp-1 -+- Zi, rp 
r = l  
~ I  si, rp- 1 --ff i, rp- 1 _cri, rp- 1 
Z ai, rp-  1Zi, rp-  1 zi, rp 
tTi, p_ l -at-'"d"t3ri,rp--1 --'t:ri r = l  
~ l ~ I  (z i ,rp-1 n t- ( 1 )  ~si,rp-1 
9 r = l  Zi,rp] 
s m f i  si, rp-l--cri,rp-1 _cri,rp-1 
-- Z O t a  Z H . t x a i ' r p - l Z i , r P  -1 Zi,rP 
0"--0 (O'i,rp_l) i=1 r = l  
m I - I (  ( 1 ) )  si'rp-1 Z II SI~ (f') -- zi, rp-  1 + Zi, rp 
a6Fp i=1 r = l  
~ ~ Z  Z f i F I  si'rp-l-Cri'rp-l(Yi'rp-1 m Ol a ai ,rp_lZi,rp_l Zi,r p , 
a=O~Fp (ai,rp-1) i=1 r = l  
where the inner sum is over all tuples (ai, rp- 1) such that 0 < ai, rp- 1 < si, rp- 1, for 
1 < i  < m ,  1 < r  < r ,  and 
Z Oi,rp_ 1 t7. 
i=1 r = l  
Now the required result follows from the fact that 
~ o _ [ p - 1 ,  i f a - l ( p - 1 )  
otEFp / O, otherwise. 
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3 Proof of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 
Since xiy, for 1 _< i _< m, 2r + 1 _< j _< n, are invariant under the act ion of  H ,  
every invariant u ~ Am H is a polynomial  of  the form 
u - -  U l f l  +"'-Jr-  Ulfl , 
where u~ ~ AH,2r and f~, for 1 < k < 1, are monomials  in Fp[xi,j I 1 < i < 
m, 2r  + 1 < j < n]. This shows that we can assume without loss of  genera l i ty  that  
H Therefore,  it suffices to show that U E Am,2r .  
~,(0) ( f , ) ] ,  AH,2r : Fp  [ x i , 2 r -  1, ,,M(O) (xi ,  (Xil,2Vl - lXi2,2v2 -- Xi l ,2VlXi2,2v2-1) '  " U  
where 1 < i < m, 1 < z _< r,  1 < il ,  i2 _< m, 1 < r l ,  T2 < r,  and (i l ,  Vl) -< (i2, v2), 
and f~ runs through the set of  monomia ls  
mfI f~ I - I  Si,2v-1 with 0 < si,2r-1 < P -  1 
- -  X i , 2 v _ l  - -  _ 9 
i=1 r = l  
If  0 9 Vi ~ (/i is the embedd ing  defined by (6), then 0 induces the co r re spond ing  
n and Fp-a lgebra  m o n o m o r p h i s m  0 9 Am,2r ~ A m y .  Let u be an e lement  o f  An,2r, 
v -- t~(u) E Amy the image  of  u. Then v is invariant under  the action of  H on Amy 
defined by (7) as well as under  the action of  H.  It follows f rom T h e o r e m  16 that v 
is a po lynomia l  in H-invar iants  N(- ~  zi,rp, for 1 < i < m 1 < r < r,  in 
H ' -- -- ' -- -- 
H-invar iants  (Zil,r]p--lZi2,r2p -- Zil,r]pZi2,r2p-1), for 1 < i2, i2 < m, 1 < r] ,  r2 < r ,  
(i l ,  r l )  -< (i2, r2), and in H-invariants  S (~ /  ( f ' ) ,  for various monomia l s  
m I ~  f '  1-[ _s/,~_~ --  Z. i ,rp_l ,  
i=1 z=l  
such that 0 _< Si,vp--1 _< P -- 1. Identifying n o w  zi ,vp-1,  zi,rp with x i ,2r -1 ,  xi,2r via 
the i somorph i sm 0 and taking into account that 
(0) 
tg(N(s ~ (Xi 2r - - l ) )  - -  N (~ (zi,2rp-1) L~(S(OH ) ( f ' ) )  = Sf_ 1 ( f ' )  
' H 
under  this identification, we find that 
~(o) ( f , ) ] .  M(O)(xi ,2v--1)  (Xi 2Vl lXi2 ,2v2--Xi l ,2r lXi2 ,2v2  1) , ' - 'H A m  H --  F p [ x i , 2 r ,  x i j ,  " H , l, - 
This proves T h e o r e m  1. 
To prove Corol lary  2 we consider  the polynomial  
m i ~ i (  ( ) ) p - 1  Z 1-I Xi,2r "-'H ( g t ) =  Xi,2r-1 ~- 1 
ot6Fp i=1 r = l  
and show that r ~'/-/ (gl) cannot  be expressed as a polynomial  over Fp in H- inva r i an t s  
~(o) 
Xi,2r,  " H  (Xi ,2 r -1 ) ,  (Xil,2r 1-1Xi2,2r2 -- Xi l ,2r lXi2 ,2r2_l ) ,  and  ~ ( f , ) ,  w h e r e  mfI 
f ' -  l-I s/,~_l Xi,2r-1 
i=1 r = l  
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is a monomial  such that si,2r-1 < p - 1 at least for one pair (i, r )  with 1 _ i < m, 
1 < r < r. At first we observe that ~(0) - - 'n (gt) involves the monomial  
mfi h t - - x ~ 2 1  H xP21 1 
i=1 r=l  
(i,r)#(1,1) 
of total degree m r ( p  1) which occurs in q(0) _ ~ (gl) with coefficient - 1 .  Moreover, if 
f~ -- H Si,2r-1 and q(0) Xi,zr-1 "H ( f ' )  # 0, 
i=1 v=l 
then we conclude in view of Proposition 17 that the polynomial  ~(0) 'n ( f ' )  involves a 
monomial  of the following form: 
mfi 
H Si,2r-1 mO'i,2r--1 O'i,2r--1 
Xi,2r-1 Xi,2r , 
i=1 v=l 
where 0 < oi,2v-1 _< si,2v-1, and 
Z O'i,2r- 1 P 1. 
i=1 r= l  
Now we show that no monomial  M in Xi ,2v ,  ( X i l , 2 V l - - l X i 2 , 2 r 2  - -  Xi1,2v12Xi2,2r2--1), 
_ q ( 0 )  
M(O)(xi,2r_l) and r  where deg f '  < m r ( p  1), occurring in ~'n (g') when " H  '-'H 
expanded in terms xi,2v-1, xi,2r, for 1 < i < m, 1 < r < r,  contains the monomial  
h'  with a nonzero coefficient. We observe that r ~'n ( f ' )  is a homogeneous  polynomial 
and therefore each monomial  M of this kind has the same total degree m r ( p  - 1) in 
Xi,2r and Xi,2r. 
If  M contains as a factor of some power of N (~ x p iP,2r 1 H (Xi,2r-1) -- i , 2 r - l - - X i , 2 v - l X  , 
then it follows from the rather special form of the polynomials  "'HM(0) (Xi,2r--1), "-'nq(0) ( f l )  
and (Xil,2r1_lXi2,2r2 -- Xi1,2v2Xi2,2v2_l), that the expansion of M in powers of Xi,2r-1 
and xi,2r is an Fp-linear combination of monomials  each of which either involves 
x p i,2r-1 or has a total degree of at least p in the variables xi,2r. 
Assume now that M involves a polynomial q(o) f ,  ~'H (f~) with deg < m r ( p -  1). Then 
using similar arguments we see that each monomial  occurring in M with a nonzero 
coefficient has a total degree at least p in the xi,2r. 
Finally, since mr > 2, each monomial  M in the variables xi,2v, for 1 _< i < m, 
1 < r < r, and the invariants (Xi2,2vlXi2,2v2 - -  X i l , 2 r l X i 2 , 2 v 2 _ l ) ,  for 1 < il,  i2 ___ m, 
1 < r l ,  r2 < r, (il, r l )  -< (i2, r2), that has the total degree m r ( p  - 1) in the variables 
xi,2r-1 and xi,2r has a total degree at l e a s t m r ( p  - 1)/2 > p - 1 in the variables xi,2r. 
In each of the above cases the monomial  h' cannot occur in the monomial  M with 
a nonzero coefficient, and this completes the proof of Corollary 2. 
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4 A universal invariant 
Assume that m > n and consider the polynomial 
f 0  = Z ( 0 g l X l l  - ' ! - ' ' "  + OtnXln) p - 1  " '"  (0 t lXml  - ~ - ' ' "  --[- OtnXmn) p - 1 .  ( 8 )  
Oil ,...,Otn E Fp 
At first we show that f0 is invariant under the action of the general linear group 
G L (n, Fp). In that case, the polynomial f0 is also invariant under the action of any 
subgroup G of G L  (n, Fp). It suffices to prove that f0 is invariant under the action of 
an arbitrary element of the group G. 
Proposi t ion  18. I f  cr is an arbitrary element o f  the group G L ( n ,  Fp), then cr ( fo )  -- fo. 
Proo f  Since 
o((OtlXll -+-..- + OlnXln) p-1 ' ' '  (lylXml --~-"" + OlnXmn) p - l )  
- -  ( I Y l O ' ( X l l )  -'1- 9 " " + O'(Xln)  p - I ' ' "  (0~ lO ' (Xml )  -t- 9 9 9 + Oln(Y(Xmn)) p - 1  
and action of cr permutes the elements of each space V/ - -  FpXil + . . .  -~- Fpxin,  for 
1 < i < m, in the same way, we deduce that 
~ ( f 0 )  - Z ( C t l O ' ( X l l )  -~- " " " -~- O t n O ' ( X l n ) ) P - - l ' ' "  ( C t l O ' ( X m l )  
ot I , ...,ct n EFp 
- t - . . .  Jr- Ol n Cr ( X m n ) ) p - 1  
Z t 1 t t p--1 
( 0 t ~ X l l  - - ] ' - ' ' ' - ] - 0 l n X l n )  p -  " '"  ( 0 / lXml  - - ] - ' ' "  + 0 t n X m n )  
This proves the proposition. 
- f 0  
If F is a polynomial in Amn, let Jr (F)  denote its image under the projection 
~ ( X l l  . . . . .  Xln;  . . .  ; Xml  . . . . .  Xmn)  
= (Tt'l ( X l l  . . . . .  X l n ) ;  . . .  ; ~ m ( X m l  . . . . .  X m n ) ) ,  (9) 
where 
(i) yci(Xil . . . . .  Xin) -- (0 . . . . .  0, xii , 0 . . . . .  0), for i - 1, 2 . . . . .  n; 
(ii) Yt'i(Xil . . . . .  Xin) -- (Xil, 0 . . . . .  O, 0 . . . . .  O, ), for i = n + 1 . . . . .  m. 
Clearly the map 
Y r ( f ( X l l  . . . . .  Xln;  . . . ; Xml  . . . . .  X m n ) )  
= f ( T r l  ( X l l  . . . . .  X l n ) ' . . .  ; ~ m ( X m l  . . . . .  X m n ) )  
defines an Fp-algebra homomorphism. 
Denote by Jr (f0) the image of the polynomial f0 under the projection zr and find 
an exact form of the polynomial  rr (f0). 
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Proposition 19. If m > n, then the polynomial rr(fo) has the form 
n m 
~ ( f o )  m ( _ _ I ) n H x P  -1  ~ x P  -1 .  
i= l  i = n + l  
Proof. At first we observe that 
n m 
rc ( f o ) -  Z H (Otixii)p-1 H (OtlXil)P--l" 
Ctl ..... OtnEF p i=1 i = n + l  
In that case, 
) Jr(fo) xP-1 XiPl--1 (m- -n+l ) (p - -1 )  p--1 - -  Ot 1 Otj , 
i=l  i=n+l  ~1 .... an~Fp j = 2  
and since ~'~aSFp ~ = --1 for every positive integer I, then 
7r ( fo )  - -  ( - - 1 )  n Xii p - 1  X~1-1 
i=1 i = n + l  
This completes the proof. 
5 Proof of Theorem 3 
Let G < GL(n, Fp) be a group such that its order IGI is divisible by p, and H -- (y) 
a cyclic subgroup of G of order p. Since H < G < GL(n, Fp), we have 
GL(n,Fp) G H 
A m n  ~ A m n  ~ A m n .  
Assume that m > n and that the sizes n l . . . . .  ns of the basic Jordan blocks of the 
matrix y satisfy the condition 
n l  . . . . .  nr = 2 and n r + l  . . . . .  ns  - -  1, 
so that n -- 2r + s - r = r + s. 
To prove Theorem 3 it suffices to show that every system of Fp-algebra generators 
of AGn contains a generator of degree at least (m - n + 2 r ) ( p  - 1)/r. Set 
U(il,rl),(i2,r2) m ( X i l , 2 r l _ l X i 2 , 2 r  2 ~ X i l , 2 r l X i 2 , 2 r 2 _ l  ) 
and consider the system of generators 
~(o) .r 
B m  H - -  {xi,2r, x i j ,  " H  ( X i l , 2 r l - 1 ) '  U(il ,r l ) , ( i2 ,r2) ,  ~'H ( f ' )}  
of the algebra Am H,  described by Theorem 1. It follows from Corollary 2 that Bm H 
consists of Fp-algebra generators of the minimal possible degree. Let Bm G be a system 
of Fp-algebra generators of  a2n. Since aGn C amHn, we can assume without loss of 
~H H generality that  Bm G C Bm H. Denote by Bmn a subset of Brn n which consists of the 
invariants u ~ Bm H satisfying the condition 
degu  < (m - n + 2 r ) ( p  - 1) /2  
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~G - H  G and set Bran = Bran M Bran. Let f0 E Amn be the polynomial  defined by (8). 
Proposi t ions 18 and 19 imply that f0 is a homogeneous  polynomial  of  degree  m (p  - 1) 
that is invariant under  action of  G L  (n, Fp). In the case f0 is also an invariant under  
the action of  G as well  as H .  The crucial point is that the invariant fo ~ AGn is in- 
~ H  decomposable in AmHn with respect  to Bran, i.e., f0 cannot be writ ten as a po lynomia l  
~ H  over Fp in vector  invariants u ~ Bran. All the more, the invariant f0 is i ndecom posab l e  
- G  in A Gn with respect  to Bmn, i.e., f0 cannot be written as a po lynomia l  in invariants 
~ H  ~ H  Denote  by r / the  cardinal i ty of  Bran and enumerate  the e lements  u of  Bran by the 
numbers  1, 2 . . . . .  r/. Assume  for the contrary that f0 is a po lynomia l  over  Fp in 
~ H  elements  of  u ] . . . . .  u~ E Bran and write 
8r/ 
fo  = Z as, ..... 8,1u ]1 " " U r / ,  (10) 
1 <_81 "+""nt-Srl < m ( p -  1) 
81 deg Ul -t-...+8, 7 deg u o = m ( p -  1) 
Compar ing  degrees of  the monomia l s  which appear in both sides of  the last ident i ty  
(with respect  to each of  the variables x] 1 . . . . .  Xm 1 ; 9 9 9 ; X l n  . . . . .  X m n ) ,  then taking 
into account  that f0, Ul . . . . .  u o are homogeneous  polynomials  in Xll . . . . .  Xml; 
. . . ;Xln  . . . . .  Xmn, a n d d e g f 0  -- m ( p -  1 ) , d e g x u f 0  = P -  1, for 1 < i < m, 
1 < j < n, we find that 0 < 6p < p - l ,  f o r l  < p_< 77, a n d 6 1 + . . . + 6 ,  7 > 1; 
moreover,  we see that 
degxi j up < p -  1, 
for all 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n and 1 < p < r/. Now we assume that 
{ 1 , 2  . . . . .  r/} --  I1 UI2UI3UI4U15, 
and uE = ~'Hr ( f / ) ,  for e 6 I1; ux = "'HM(O) (xi,2r- 1), for tc 6 I2, 1 _< i -- i (x) _< m, and 
1 _< Z" - -  Z'(K) < r ;  U~. - -  U( i l , r l ) , ( i2 , r2) ,  for)~ 6 13, 1 < il = il ()~), i2 -- i2()0 _< m, 
1 < rl  = rl(~.), r 2 -  r2()~) < r,  and (il,  r l )  -< (i2, r2); u u -  xi,2r, f o r / z  6 14, 
1 < i = i(/z) < m, and 1 < r = r( /z)  < r;  uv = xij, for v E 15, 1 < i = i (v) < m, 
and 2r  + 1 _< j = j (v) < n. The relation (10) takes the fol lowing form: 
f o  - -  Z a S 1  ..... 80 H(s(.~ H'N (~ ~, n (Xi(x) ,2z(K)  -1 ) )8 'c  
e~I1 K612 
X i ( v ) , j ( v ) '  
L613 /zEB4 v~15 
(11) 
where the sum on the f ight-hand side is over all nonnegative integers 61 . . . . .  68 satis- 
fying the condi t ion 
Z 6E deg ~(0)(f~) + Z 6K deg ~(0) ~'H "'H (Xi(x,,2rOc,-1)"Jr Z 23X + Z 6U + Z 8v 
E ~I1 K EI2 LEI3 lzEI4 vEl5 
= m(p - 1). 
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N o w  we prove that equality (11) is imposs ib le  by showing  that the monomia l  
/ I  ~ 
p-1 -1 x,i 1-Ix  
i=1 i=n+l 
appears in the left-hand side of  (11), but does not appear in its right-hand side. Let Jr 
be the Fp-algebra homomorphism defined by (9). Then Proposit ion 19 implies  
- -  p--1 ~ ( f 0 ~ - ( - l ~ "  ~ P l  1-] xi~ . 
i=1 i=n+l 
On the other hand, we have 
/ x~r_l ,2r_  l, i f /  = 2 r - l , l _ < r _ < r  rr(N(HO)(xi ,2r_l))  -- X~l, if n + 1 <_ i _< m 
0, otherwise,  
7t" (U (i,o-), (k,r)) - -  
and if 
X2cr-l,2a-lX2r,2r, if i --  2 a  -- 1, k -- 2r ,  1 _< ~ _< r < r 
-X2cr,2o-X2r-l,2r-1, if il --  2o', k --  2r  - 1, 1 _< o < r _< r 
--XklX2a,2a, i f n + l _ _ _ k _ < m , r - -  1,1___o-___r 
0, otherwise,  
then it fo l lows by Proposition 17, 
.~,(0) I ~  S2r-l,2r-1 S2r,2r-1 
Jr(o/~ ( f ' ) ) - -  x2~_l ,2~_lX2~,2 ~ , 
r=l 
w h e r e  ~--'~=1 S2r,2r-1 - ' -  l ( p  - 1) for some posit ive integer 1 _< m. 
Apply ing  the Fp-algebra homomorphism Jr to both sides of  the relation (11) we 
obtain 
2r m { r r~r _(E) (E)_ 
H xP-1 U X/~-I H i l l  s2r-l'2r-1 s2r'2r-1 -- X2r_l,2r_lX2r,2 r 
i=1 i=n+l E611 r=l 
m s(E)il t ~E 
U Xi 1 
i=n+l 
o(x) 
X H (X;r--l,2r--1)a2r-l'2r-1 (X~l)s~l, 
X612 i=n+l 
>( H (X2p-- l'2p-- l X2cr'2cr )S2~ 
X~J3 p=l o'--1 
I ~  ) i,2r )~)~ H ( l ~ I  a2r'2r ) 8tt m s 0") _(u) • U (XilX2r,2r X2r,2r 
i=n+l r=l /z~I4 r=l 
(12) 
m i I  f '  = 1-I si,2~_l Xi,2r-- 1 ' 
i=1 r=l 
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where 
-[ _(e) 
= l ( p  -- 1), s 2 r _  1,2r 
r = l  
_(K) - - 1  s ) 1, s 2 3 _ l , 2 r _  1 m , - -  
r = l  i = n + l  
(z) -- 1 s 00 = 1 S2p- l ,2a  m ' i,2r ' 
p = l  cr=l i = n + l  3=1 
m n 
-(., -1  Z Z s , - ,  a'2r,23 
3=1 i=1 j = 2 r + l  
and-(x)  ) (z) , s(Z) < 1.T,. (x) 6x > 1 or s/~l)3X~" > 1 s 2 r - l , 2 r - - 1  + S}~ < 1 and  S 2 p  _ 1 , 2 a  "+" i,2r -- 1IS23 _ l , 2 r _ l  -- m , 
for some (r, x) ,  (i, K), then degree of  the right-hand side of  (12) with respect  to x23,zr 
or Xi 1 is at least p,  which  is impossible .  This shows that 6K -- 0 for all x ~ / 2 .  
Set 
m m 
, - -  o )~ai ,2r  , 
e~I1 i = n + l  )v~I3 i=n+ l  
and 
m a .23_ l ,2 r_ l ,  
E~I1 r = l  
2 p -  1,2cr 
I.~I3 p= l  cr=l 
N1 _ Z ~-[ o 0eS2r ,2 r -  l ( e )  N 4 -  '~_~ ~ ~ , .  (ix) , otxs2r,2 r 9 
E~I1 r = l  /x~I4 r = l  
Comparing total degrees  of  the left-hand side and the right-hand side of  relation (12)  
with respect to Xil'S, X23--1,2r-l'S and X2r,23'S, respectively, we  obtain 
L1 + L3 = (m - n ) ( p  - 1), M1 + M3 = r ( p  - 1) 
and 
NI + L3 + M3 + N4 -- r ( p - 1 ) .  
We observe also that the condit ion 
~-[_(E) > l ( p -  1) > p -  1 s2 r ,2 r -1  -- 
r = l  
implies N1 > (p  - 1) ~ e e I 1  •E. Set 0 - ~-'~eell ~e and note that 0 _< r. N o w  we  
consider the fo l lowing  possibilities" 
Case 1. If 0 = r, then L3 -- M3 -- N4 -- 0 and therefore 
2r m ( f i  ~ I  _ ( e )  . ( ~ ) ) r t x  lqx ,-' I1 1-I x,q x2 - -  X 2 r _ l , 2 r _ l X 2 r , 2  r 9 
i=1 i = n + l  e~ l l  i = n + l  r = l  
Comparing total degrees of  both sides of  the last equality and taking into account  that 
deg ~(0) ( f~)  < (m - n + 2 r ) ( p  - 1) 
" H  r 
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w e  o b t a i n  (m - n + 2 r ) ( p  - 1) < (m - n + 2 r ) ( p  - 1). Th i s  y i e lds  a con t r ad i c t i on .  
C a s e  2. L e t  0 < r .  S ince  
L1 + L3 -+- M1 -+- M3 a t- N1 - -  ( m  - n + r ) ( p  - 1) + N1 ,  
L3  -k- M3 <_ r ( p -  1) - N1, N1 > O ( p  - 1) 
and since by assumption, 
L1 + M1 + N1 < 0 
t h e n  
(m  - n + r ) ( p  - 1 )  + N1 < 0  
In that case, 
(m --  n + 2 r ) ( p  - 1) 
(m --  n + 2 r )  ( p  - - 1 )  
( m  - n + r ) ( p  - 1 )  < 0  
(m -- n + r ) ( p  -- 1) 
-q- M I  -+- M3 .  
+ (r -- O ) ( p  - 1) 
a n d  h e n c e  (r  - O ) ( m  - n + r ) ( p  - 1) < (r - O ) r ( p  - 1). S ince  m > n, w e  arr ive at 
a c o n t r a d i c t i o n ,  wh ich  c o m p l e t e s  the p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3. 
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